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This article investigates the stability of ‘laser sail’-style spacecraft constructed from dielectric
metasurfaces with areal densities <1g/m2. We show that the microscopic optical forces exerted on
a metasurface by a high power laser (100 GW) can be engineered to achieve passive self-stabilization,
such that it is optically trapped inside the drive beam, and self-corrects against angular and lateral
perturbations. The metasurfaces we study consist of a patchwork of beam-steering elements that
reflect light at different angles and efficiencies. These properties are varied for each element across the
area of the metasurface, and we use optical force modeling tools to explore the behavior of several
metasurfaces with different scattering properties as they interact with beams that have different
intensity profiles. Finally, we use full-wave numerical simulation tools to extract the actual optical
forces that would be imparted on Si/SiO2 metasurfaces consisting of more than 400 elements, and
we compare those results to our analytical models. We find that under first-order approximations,
there are certain metasurface designs that can propel ‘laser-sail’-type spacecraft in a stable manner.
I. INTRODUCTION
The optical properties of a material can be dramati-
cally altered by structuring the material on sub-λ length-
scales to create a ‘metamaterial’ or - for flat geometries -
a ‘metasurface.’ In these systems, the reflection and re-
fraction of the macroscopic light is controlled by engineer-
ing the local, microscopic scattering properties. Meta-
surfaces can be made much thinner than standard opti-
cal elements, and recent advances in nano-fabrication as
well as optical design tools have allowed for the creation
of metasurfaces that generate parabolic lenses, constant-
angle beam steerers, vortex beams, and holograms,[1–16]
with reflectivities exceeding 99% with low absorptive loss
[17, 18]. While the beam-shaping properties of metasur-
faces are well known, the optical forces present on meta-
surfaces have been less explored. To understand these
forces, consider Fig. 1(a), which shows a standard meta-
surface consisting of resonators that scatter with different
phases, reshaping the wavefronts of reflected and trans-
mitted light. Necessarily — due to momentum conserva-
tion — there are both normal and in-plane optical forces
generated across the surface that depend on the scat-
tering behavior. These forces are ordinarily small and
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inconsequential, however, as the laser power is increased,
they can become large enough to impart motion on the
metasurface.
One scenario where the optical forces can become large
is in ‘laser sail’ powered spacecraft, where a 100 GW
beam is reflected off a mirror-like ‘sail’, accelerating it
to fraction of the speed of light.[19] Among the many
challenges facing these efforts is the construction of the
sail itself, which must display high reflectivity, minimal
absorption, low weight, and be large enough such that
the beam can focus on it within solar space. A more
strenuous requirement is that the sail and payload ex-
hibit self-stability within the laser beam, such that the
sail is passively steered to stay in a position of maximum
thrust, and desired directionality. In this article, we show
that dielectric metasurfaces provide a promising pathway
for realizing a laser sail. We show that by locally control-
ling the angle and magnitude of reflection/transmission
across the sail, metasurfaces can be constructed that en-
able both efficient propulsion, and a passive means of ori-
entation correction that leads to self-stabilizing behavior
when driven by a high power laser.
This paper is split into two parts. We first conduct an
analytical study that considers sails constructed of ide-
alized beam-steering components and, by using dynami-
cal modeling tools, we find deflection profiles that opti-
mize for stability, propulsion efficiency, and operational
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of dielectric metasurface beam-steerer
that deflects an incoming beam at a constant angle, φ. In
dark blue, the resultant forces created by radiation pressure
on a beam-steering metasurface that is flat (upper left) and
tilted by an angle θ (upper right). (b) Cartoon schematic
of a ‘V’-type sail with a Gaussian input beam. (c) Cartoon
schematic of an ICE metasurface/sail with a double Gaussian
input beam.
tolerance. Second, we use finite difference time domain
(FDTD) simulation tools to model the light-scattering
behavior of actual dielectric metasurfaces that are de-
signed to match the optimized force parameters, and we
compare how close realistic metasurfaces can match ide-
alized structures.
We note that there are several requirements of a laser
sail that we do not directly address in this work. These
include potential bending and folding of the sail, the abil-
ity of the sail to be tolerant of relativistic doppler shift-
ing, the possibility of sail overheating, and the ability of
the sail to act as an antenna to transmit data back to
Earth. Those issues are discussed qualitatively at the
end of this manuscript, but a comprehensive resolution
is left for future studies.
II. MOTION OF IDEALIZED METASURFACES
A. Dynamical Force Coefficients
In the simple metasurface beam-steering geometry
shown in Figure 1(a), the scattered fields from individ-
ual optical resonators pick up a linear phase gradient that
results in reflected and transmitted wavefronts that are
tilted at an angle φ with respect to the surface. [20–22].
If the structure is rotated by an angle θ, the optical path
length of reflected light changes linearly across the sur-
face, resulting in an additional −2θ in the angle of the
reflected light. The transmitted (refracted) light, mean-
while, maintains the same angle of transmittance as the
metasurface is rotated. As the light is reflected/refracted,
nonzero tangential (Fx) and normal (Fz) forces are im-
parted on the structure due to momentum conservation
of the combined incoming/outgoing photon and metasur-
face system. For a generalized metasurface interacting
with a non-uniform beam (i.e. Gaussian, flat top, donut,
etc..), the local beam power, Pi, as well as ~R and ~T will
all be functions of position across the metasurface, and
the optical forces will have a non-trivial dependence on
the metasurface’s rotational or lateral offset relative to
the incoming beam. By integrating the optical force and
torque contributions across the sail at different relative
positions and angles of the sail and drive beam, the first
order equations of motion can be derived as,
F = m
∂2δ
∂t2
= C1δ + C2θ (1)
τ = I
∂2θ
∂t2
= C3δ + C4θ (2)
where F and τ are the lateral force and torque acting
on the sail, respectively, and δ and θ are the lateral and
angular offsets, respectively. C1,2,3,4 are the first order
dynamical force coefficients (∂F∂δ ,
∂F
∂θ ,
∂τ
∂δ ,
∂τ
∂θ ) which are
specific for each combination of incident beam and meta-
surface profile. In this work, we considered metasurfaces
that are 4m wide, with a mass, m, and moment of inertia,
I, of 8.5g and 17gm2. These parameters were extracted
from the actual metasurfaces that are described in more
detail in Section III. The coefficients C1,2,3,4 were derived
by calculating the total forces and torques on the meta-
surfaces as they are shifted over 2cm, and tilted by up
to 0.1◦. We find that the linear approximation can be
valid for offsets on the order of 10s of centimeters and
rotations on the order of degrees, but there is variability
between sail and beam combinations.
The dynamical force analysis conducted in our work
was restricted to a 2D model of the system, with the
motion of the sail was constrained to offsets along the x
and z axes and rotations about the y axis. This approx-
imation is made so that the sails can be faithfully mod-
eled within our computational restraints in Section III.
We note that this 2D model does not differ significantly
from a full 3D model for three reasons. First, assuming a
cylindrically symmetric system in 3D, the dynamic force
coefficients for the motion along y and rotation about
the x axis are identical to the reversed case. Second, we
do not assume the sail is spinning about the z axis, so
the two types of motion are uncoupled up to a first order
2
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approximation.[23]. Third, while the dynamic force co-
efficients change when converting from a 2D model to a
3D model of the system, the general trends and approxi-
mate magnitudes of the coefficients remain the same (see
Supplemental Materials), allowing for conclusions drawn
in the 2D case to remain applicable to the 3D situation.
B. Motion Simulation
Using equations 1 and 2, we use a ‘Leapfrog’ integra-
tion method [24] to simulate the motion of a metasurface
in a particular beam profile in the presence of beam inten-
sity fluctuations, or with initial lateral and angular offsets
of 1cm or 0.05◦. We find that the sail motion can display
a large range of behavior depending on the metasurface
structure, as well as the drive beam profile, and these
behaviors can be described as either ‘stable’ or ‘unsta-
ble’. We classify a sail structure and beam combination
as ‘stable’ if, during a 60 second period, the sail does not
move or rotate beyond 2 cm or 0.1◦, respectively, where
the linear approximation is valid. Qualitatively, ‘stable’
sail behavior is manifested as small oscillations about the
origin, while ‘unstable’ behavior is characterized as the
sail quickly diverging in position and/or angle, as seen in
Figure 2.
In order to illustrate how metasurface structure can
impart stability on a laser sail, consider the sail geom-
etry shown in Fig. 1(b). This design — referred to as
a ‘V’-type sail — reflects light at two constant angles
that are equal and opposite on the left and right sides of
the sail. When the sail moves to the left (right) relative
to an incident Gaussian beam, higher power strikes the
right (left) side of the sail, and a force is imparted that
pushes the sail back to the right (left), thus establishing
a lateral restoring force. This sail geometry, however,
is not stable against rotational offsets, which force the
sail to be pushed out of the beam. An advantage of a
metasurface sail, however, is that it can exhibit complex
reflection and transmission behaviors without distorting
the geometrical shape of the surface or changing the con-
stituent materials; as a result, beneficial force profiles can
be generated in realistic structures. As an example, in
Figure 1(c), we show an ‘inverted cat eye’ (ICE) type
sail that consists of a highly reflective (Rin = 0.95) inner
region that reflects the beam normal to the surface, and
a more transmissive outer region (Rout) that acts as a
‘metalens’ with a parabolic reflection/transmission pro-
file. When placed in a ‘donut’ beam — modeled as two
offset Gaussians in 2D – the ICE geometry can correct
for both lateral and rotational offsets, as we show below.
Figure 2 illustrates the motion of four different ICE
sail and beam combinations for the same initial offset of
1 cm. These behaviors can be understood by consider-
ing the dynamic force coefficients. ICE sail ‘A’, shown in
Fig. 2, has C1 < 0, suggesting stability against lateral
offsets, but it also has C2,3 > 0 and C4 ∼ 0, indicating
that: (1) positive angular rotations create positive lateral
forces (C2 > 0); (2) positive lateral offsets create posi-
tive torque (C3 > 0); and (3) positive rotations create
FIG. 2. Plots of the displacement (a) and rotation (b) for
three different sail and beam combinations over a three second
time interval. Each sail is four meters wide with an initial
offset of 1 cm. The incident beam power is 100GW. For the
three ICE sails, Rout=0.3, Din = 2m, and the incident beam
is a double Gaussian with a 1.65 meter FWHM. ICE Sail
A is for an incident beam with Beam Separation = 1.8 m,
ICE Sail B is for an incident beam with Beam Separation =
2.56 m, and ICE Sail C is for an incident beam with Beam
Separation = 2.40 m. ICE Sail FDTD is the motion of an
FDTD simulated sail (see Section III for details).
minimal torque (C4 ∼ 0). These conditions create a pos-
itive feedback effect between rotation and offset, which
acts to quickly destabilize the sail. This can be described
quantitatively by considering that C1C4 + C2C3 < 0 is
a necessary condition for marginal stability [23], and for
C4  1 this condition cannot be satisfied when C2,3 > 0.
In contrast, by changing the beam separation of the
double Gaussian beam, a negative C3 value can be re-
alized, meaning positive offsets create negative torques,
and vice versa. This provides a route towards a stable
sail motion where positive rotational offsets drive positive
lateral motion (C2 > 0) which, in turn, creates a nega-
tive torque (C3 < 0) that corrects for the initial rotation,
leading to small oscillations about the origin (Figure 2,
ICE Sail ‘C’, yellow line). We note, however, that while
the C1C4+C2C3 < 0 condition is generally satisfied when
C3 < 0, this is not a sufficient condition to predict sta-
ble sail behavior, which depends on the relative ratios of
C1,2,3,4 within a narrow range of parameter space. ICE
sail ‘B’, for example, has a negative C3, but it displays an
oscillatory motion with increasing magnitude, and does
not achieve stability.
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C. Metasurface Stability Optimization
In order to search for and classify stable ICE sail con-
figurations, we simulated the motion of 4 meter wide
sails with varying reflection coefficients for the outer
region (Rout = 0.15, 0.3), inner region widths (Din =
1.33 m, 2 m), and outer edge deflection angle (θmax =
5.7◦, 11.4◦ and 22.6◦) (an expanded analysis is shown in
the Supplementary Materials). We model the motion
of these sails in a continuum of double-Gaussian beam
profiles with an incident beam composed of two Gaus-
sian beams symmetrically offset from the center, with
the beam defined by the FWHM of the Gaussians, and
the separation between them. The results of these simu-
lations are shown in Fig. 3.
These results demonstrate that stability is strongly de-
pendent on the metasurface profile, as well as the beam
shape. Overall, as Rout decreases and Din increases, the
number of regions that satisfy C1C4+C2C3 < 0 increases,
a result that occurs because these sails can achieve neg-
ative values of C3 for more beam combinations. The
number of configurations that show actually stable sail
behavior, however, does not show a strong, intuitive de-
pendence on Rout or Din. There is, however, a stronger
dependence on the outer edge deflection angle. Figures 3
(a), (c), and (f) compare the stability behaviors of a sails
that have identical Rout and Din values, but with differ-
ent outer edge deflection angles. These figures indicate
that steeper deflection angles (or, equivalently, parabolic
lens profiles with shorter focusing distances) allow for
more stability conditions, and loosen constraints on the
drive laser.
In order to determine which sail/beam configurations
are ‘maximally stable’, it is necessary to consider beam
intensity profiles that contain time dependent distor-
tions which, in real world scenarios, could be caused
by laser interference (‘speckle’) and atmospheric fluctua-
tions, which can destabilize the sail. Here we analyze the
sensitivity of metasurface sails to such perturbations by
using a Monte Carlo method to introduce randomized,
time-varying intensity fluctuations in the beam profile
while simulating the motion of the sail. We assume in-
tensity variations that occur over 10 cm characteristic
lengthscales, with time correlations of 1ms, correspond-
ing to timescales associated with atmospheric turbulence
[25]. With the fluctuation intensity set to 0.12%, we
ran 100 simulations for each configuration show in Fig.3
(a) and (d) and we recorded the probability that a sail
maintained stability. The result of those simulations are
shown in Figure 3 (g) and (h), where we observe a large
variation in stability rates between sail configurations.
When Rout =0.3 (g), the stable region forms a large basin
of stability that achieve a failure rate of as low as 13%.
If we decrease Rout to 0.15 (h), we increase our minimum
failure rate to 40%.
These simulations also provide insight for deducing
which stable configuration provide maximum thrust,
which is plotted in the insets of Fig. 3 (a) and (d). Con-
sidering only beams that have a FWHM > 1.6m (i.e. re-
alistic, diffraction-limited beams) , the maximum thrust
achievable with a stable sail/beam configuration is 370
N and 400 N for Rout = 0.3 and 0.15, respectively. For
comparison, the maximum theoretical thrust – which oc-
curs when 100% of the light is reflected normally, is 667
N.
III. FULL-WAVE SIMULATIONS
In Section II we modeled the behavior of theoretical
beam-steering metasurfaces with idealized optical prop-
erties. Actual dielectric metasurfaces, however, rely on
using dielectric nanostructure arrays designed to con-
trol the optical wavefronts of the scattered laser fields,
and these structures diverge from ideal behavior due
to phase slips in the structure, phase-dependent re-
flectivity/transmissivity, and interactions between nano-
resonators. These effects lead to sub-optimal efficiencies,
and can potentially create large modifications in the dy-
namical force coefficients of a metasurface laser sail. In
this section, we design and model large-scale ICE meta-
surfaces and we extract the optical forces on those struc-
tures as they are tilted and offset in a drive beam. We
then compare the dynamical force coefficients of an actual
dielectric surface to those of an idealized structure, and
show that the self-stability behavior described in Section
II is achievable in real-world structures.
A. Optical Design
In order to achieve full control of optical wavefronts,
it is necessary to engineer a set of dielectric resonators
that can scatter light with phase shifts ranging from
0 to 2pi, and with arbitrarily small or large reflec-
tion/transmission efficiencies. Here we use Si nanores-
onators on SiO2, which have previously been shown to
be effective in the construction of metasurfaces with high
reflectivity [17, 18] as well as metasurfaces that act as
efficient focusing optics. In order to minimize loss, we
assume a drive beam wavelength of 1.55 µm. The set of
resonators we use in this work are shown in Figure 4(a);
470-nm-high Si blocks with variable length and width are
placed on a 50-nm-thick SiO2 substrate, and the spacing
between resonators (center to center) is maintained at
a constant 1.2 µm. The scattering properties of these
resonators (and all future metasurfaces described in this
work) are calculated using commercial finite-difference
time domain tools (Lumerical FDTD). As the resonator
dimensions are varied, the magnitude and phase of the
reflected/transmitted fields also change, as shown in Fig-
ure 4(b-d). Contours of constant reflectivity that cover
2pi phase can be selected from these plots. Two exam-
ples are shown in Figure 4 as solid and dashed lines for
95% and 30% reflectivities, respectively. Note that for
95% reflectivity a single continuous path can be chosen,
4
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FIG. 3. (a-f) Analysis of stability for 6 ICE-sail configurations driven by double-Gaussian beams with varying beam separation
and FWHM for an initial offset of 1cm, 50% of the maximum allowable offset for stability. Yellow (purple) regions indicate sails
configurations that are unstable (stable). The dotted red areas indicate sail configurations that satisfy the C1C4 + C2C3 < 0
condition. (a,b), are ICE sails Rout = 0.3 and Din = 2 m, 1.33m, respectively. Insets in (a,d) show the fraction of maximum
thrust achievable for each sail/beam combination and the dotted black areas indicate sails that were stable when initially offset
by 1cm. Insets in (b) show a cartoon of the beams on the sail in those regions. (d,e) are ICE sails with Rout = 0.15 and Din
= 2 m, 1.33m, respectively. (c,f) are ICE sails with Din = 2 m and Rout = 0.3 (similar to a), but their angle of deflection
at each point is halved or or doubled in comparison to (a), respectively. The motion was simulated over a 60 second period.
(g,h) Analysis of stability for two ICE-sail configurations both with Din=2m or Rout=30% (g) and Rout=15% (h) reflection
efficiencies for their outer regions. The motion of the sail is tracked over 5 minutes with 0.12% noise introduced to the beam.
Yellow regions indicate sails that failed 100% of the time. Blue indicates regions that maintained the lowest rates of failure.
while for 30% reflectivity, two separate paths are required
for full phase coverage. Similar contour selection can be
performed for reflectivities ranging from 95-15%.
The sets of resonators described above can be used
to construct metasurfaces as outlined in Sections I
and II, where the magnitude and direction of the re-
flected/transmitted wavefront is locally controlled by
placing resonators with the desired scattering profiles at
each location on the surface. This is demonstrated in
Figure 5 where we have plotted the electric field profile
of the scattered waves from one side of an ICE sail con-
structed using the nanoresonators in Fig. 4. For this
metasurface and all others studied below, periodicity is
assumed along the y-dimension. The structure has a to-
tal width is 504 µm containing 420 individual resonators
with constant period of 1.2 µm. The input beam is a
‘double Gaussian’ beam, with a FWHM of 82.9 µm and
an annular diameter of 334 µm. The resonators placed
from 0 to 125 microns were chosen from the dashed black
paths in Figure 4 and provide 30% reflection, along with
a parabolic beam-steering profile that ranges from 5.7◦ at
the edge of the sail to 2.8◦ at the boundary between the
outer and inner regions. The inner region is formed by
95% reflective resonators that all have the same phase,
which is chosen to match the phase of the innermost res-
onators of the outer 30% reflective region. Details of how
the resonators are chosen at each position are provided
in the Supplemental Materials.
B. Optical Forces
In order to exhibit the self-stabilized behavior de-
scribed in Section II, it is necessary to design metasur-
face sails that faithfully generate particular dynamical
force coefficients, and that are free from perturbations
that could lead to localized folding. Here, we calculate
the optical forces locally by by integrating the Maxwell
Stress Tensor (MST) around boxes enclosing individual
resonators or small groups of resonators. We then sum
the vector components of those local forces to calculate
the overall lateral and normal forces, as well as the torque
5
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FIG. 4. Diagram of the unit cell, reflected magnitude/phase,
and transmission phase. (a) Metasurface unit cell consisting
of a rectangular block of Si on a SiO2 surface. The boundary
conditions in the X and Y direction are periodic. (b) Mag-
nitude of reflected light as the X and Y dimensions of the Si
block vary. (c) Phase of reflected light as the X and Y di-
mensions of the Si block vary. (d) Phase of transmitted light
as the X and Y dimensions of the Si block vary. The solid
(dashed) lines indicate a 95% (30%) reflectivity path covering
2pi phase
.
on the sail as it is tilted and displaced within the beam.
In Fig. 5 (b,c) we plot an example of these force compo-
nents for a metasurface ICE sail illuminated by a double
Gaussian beam. These forces display the following ex-
pected general trends: (1) there is a lateral force on the
outer region that stretches the sail and scales with steer-
ing angle and beam intensity; (2) there is no lateral force
on the center region, which is designed to be strictly nor-
mally reflecting; (3) there is a normal force across the
sail that scales with beam intensity and sail reflectiv-
ity. In this example, we have integrated the MST over
a bounding box that groups resonators between phase
slips in the metasurface, such that each x,z force shown
in Fig. 5(b,c) is determined by calculating the net optical
force on groups of 5-10 resonators, depending on the local
steering angle. This is done to decrease calculation time,
and it has a negligible effect on the net torque or force
on the sail, which was confirmed by comparing to calcu-
lations where the MST was integrating over individual
resonators.
When forces are analyzed on individual resonators, it
is observed that there are discontinuities in the force pro-
file that occur due to phase slips and interactions between
pairs of resonators, which can cause to actual scattering
phase to diverge from the predicted phase. Those effects
— which cause anomalies in the scattered E-field profile
visible in Fig. 5(a) — are discussed more in the Supple-
mentary Materials. In most cases those local disconti-
FIG. 5. (a) Electric Field Profile of half of a ICE sail with
a reflective (95% reflectivity) inner radius of 127 µm and an
outer transmissive (30% reflectivity) region with a parabolic
scattering profile where the inner edge steers at 2.8◦ and the
outer edge steers at 5.7◦. (b,c) The local lateral and nor-
mal components of the optical forces on the sail, calculated
by integrating the Maxwell stress tensor (MST) over a sur-
face that encloses local groups of resonators. For the outer
region the bounding surfaces contain resonator groups that
are between phase slips which ranges from five resonators for
the outer edge, 10 resonators inner edge. For the inner, re-
flective region, the bounding surfaces contains 10 resonators
each. The force is normalized using an input beam power of
1 Watt across the sail.
nuities create forces that are several orders weaker than
the elastic restoring forces in the underlying SiO2 slab.
However, even when averaged over several resonators, the
effects of phase shifts due to resonator interactions can be
observable. For example, the depression in lateral forces
for the resonators located at ∼78µm in Fig. 5(b) is due
to such interactions. Moreover, the lateral force reverses
sign at the end of the sail due to diffraction from the sail
edge, and from the altered scattering properties of the
last resonator, which is in an asymmetric environment.
For small steering angles, these effects have a minor con-
tribution to the overall forces on the sail, however, as
beam steering angles are increased so is the frequency
of phase slips, which leads to larger contributions to the
overall lateral force. Methods for potentially ameliorat-
ing and/or accommodating for such effects are discussed
in the ‘Conclusions’ section.
In order to extract the dynamical force coefficient from
our simulations, it is necessary to calculate the local op-
tical forces as the metaurface sail is shifted and tilted
within the beam, and then perform linear fits to the po-
sition/tilt vs. force/torque dependencies. Figure 6 shows
6
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FIG. 6. The local lateral (x) and normal (z) components of the
optical forces on the entire sail shown in Figure 5, calculated
from the Full-Wave simulations (blue xs and red triangles)
or calculated using the methods described in Section II (solid
blue/red lines). (a) corresponds to the force in the x direction
when the sail is offset. (b) corresponds to the force in the x
direction when the sail is rotated. (c) correspond to the force
in the z direction when the sail is offset. (d) corresponds to
the force in the z direction when the sail is rotated. In all
plots, the un-offset, unshifted force is shown for comparison
in blue and the offset or rotated force is shown in red.
the numerically simulated local forces for offsets of 0 µm
and 40 µm and, separately, rotations of 0◦ and 3◦, for
the ICE sail shown in Fig. 5. In these plots, we include
analytical calculations (lines) of local optical forces for a
sail made of ideal beamsteering components, which show
good agreement with the forces extracted from the FDTD
simulated metasurfaces. Shifted simulations were per-
formed over lateral and rotational steps of 5-10 µm and
0.5-1◦, respectively, and we found that the force/torque
showed a linear dependence on offset/rotation angle over
ranges of 20-40 µm and 1-3◦. First order fits were used
to determine the effective dynamical force coefficients,
C1,2,3,4, which are shown in I. We find that the coef-
ficients from an actual dielectric metasurface are of the
same sign and order-of-magnitude as those calculated an-
alytically, but can vary by as much as 40%. These differ-
ences can be attributed to the aforementioned phase slips
and inter-resonator interactions which add distortions to
the reflected/transmitted phase fronts of the scattered
light, and can also lead changes in the overall reflection
coefficients.
The overall stability of the ICE metasurface sail can be
tested by using the dynamical force coefficients in Table
I, along with the methods described in Section II. How-
ICE Sail C1 (
N
Wm
) C2 (
N
Wdeg
) C3 (
N
W
) C4 (
Nm
Wdeg
)
Ideal -1.43E-6 6.06E-11 -2.23E-10 1.03E-15
Full-wave -1.79E-6 4.13E-11 -2.23E-10 3.00E-15
Full-wave
Scaled
-2.29E-10 4.13E-11 -2.23E-10 2.36E-11
TABLE I. Dynamic Force Coefficients of an ICE Sail. The
Full-Wave dynamic force coefficients scaled up to a 4 meter
wide sail are shown as well.
FIG. 7. Motion (a) and rotation (b) of an FDTD simulated
sail with an initial offset of 1cm for 60 seconds.
ever, in order to test the viability of a 4 meter metasur-
face, these coefficients must be scaled accordingly as the
beam size (annulus and FWHM of individual Gaussians)
and sail size are increased by ∼8000×. Such scaling has
no effect on C2 or C3, but C1 will scale inversely with
size, while C4 will scale linearly with size. This behav-
ior was confirmed by calculating C1,2,3,4 analytically for
504µm and 4m ICE sails with equivalent ratios for reflec-
tive/transmissive regions, and equivalent steering angles.
An analysis of these scaling laws is provided in the Sup-
plementary Materials. The resulting scaled dynamical
coefficients for a 4 meter ICE metasurface sail are given
in the bottom row of Table I and, using these values, we
can model the motion of a sail with an initial lateral off-
set of 0.01 cm, which is shown in Figure 7. These results
show that a metasurface sail constructed from Si nanores-
onators can exhibit self-stability within a drive beam for
over 300 seconds, without ever leaving the range where
the linear approximation is valid and exhibiting behavior
that closely resembles the motion of the idealized struc-
tures discussed in Section II.
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IV. DISCUSSION
The combined results of Sections II and III show that
dielectric metasurfaces offer a viable pathway for creat-
ing laser sails that maintain directionality and stability
within high power laser beams. In order to comprehend
the real world speed that such a metasurface sail may
achieve, we can consider a 100GW drive laser constructed
from a 100km diameter ground-based array of projectors.
Operating at wavelength of 1.55 µm and for distances up
of up to 108ˆ km, such a beam can maintain features with
a FWHM of 1.67m, which — in an assumed annular ge-
ometry — would generate a thrust of ∼360N and allow
for self-stable behavior for the sail modeled in Figure 7.
The weight of such a sail is ∼8.5g, and if we assume a
5g payload, these conditions would allow for final veloci-
ties of 0.21c to be achieved in ∼50 minutes, after which
the craft travels too far to project a laser shape that
yields stability[26]. In addition to self-stability and a
high achievable velocity, we note that the ICE sails dis-
cussed in this work contains an outer region that can be
utilized as a parabolic collimator with a 4 meter aperture,
that could potentially be used to transmit a signal.
While these results are promising, the analysis pre-
sented in this work makes several assumptions and sim-
plifications, and ultimately the design of a metasurface
laser sail will require new breakthroughs in metasurface
architectures, as well more powerful simulation tools.
The key issues we would like to address are as follows:
Folding, strain, and local forces - Throughout this
work, we have assumed that the metasurface sail main-
tains a rigid flat shape, regardless of local force gradients.
In a real world situation, however, a 50nm thick SiO2 sub-
strate will easily bend and fold over both macroscopic
and microscopic lengthscales. Those perturbations will
alter the optical performance of the metasurface, and
second-generation designs must incorporate mitigation
strategies for such effects. The primary cause of mi-
croscopic strain — which occurs between 2-10 nanores-
onators — is interactions between resonators, which al-
ters their scattering properties such that the beamfronts
and optical forces are distorted. Those effects can be
compensated for by using inverse design and optimiza-
tion methods that consider such interactions and adjust
resonator shape accordingly. Such methods should not
only allow for the creation of metasurfaces with smoother
force profiles, but they could also enable higher scatter-
ing angles, which increases the lateral forces. More prob-
lematic is the macroscopic strain, which occurs due to
non-uniform beam intensity and changes in the metasur-
face reflectivity. Figure 5 (c), for example, shows that
the normal forces on the sail is not constant, which will
lead to bowing of the sail. In order to correct for those
effects, it is necessary to design a sail with a favorable
relationships between structure and light scattering such
that, for example, outwardly bowed surfaces reflect light
less. Alternatively, metasurface sails that exhibit stabil-
ity within flat beam profiles would suffer less from such
effects, or metasurface elements that pull outwardly on
the sail can be incorporated. We note that the ICE sail
design contains some elements of this latter concept, with
the edges of the sail scattering at steeper angles and gen-
erating larger lateral forces. Finally, we note that ab-
normal optical forces are easily generated on the rim of
the sail, where edge diffraction can drive large distor-
tion in the scattered beam fronts. Those effects must
be compensated for by designing metasurface edges that
minimize diffraction, or by using drive beams that have
negligible intensity on the edge of the sail.
Doppler shift - The metasurfaces discussed in Sec-
tion III are designed to work at a single fixed wavelength
(1.55µm), while relativistic light propulsions requires a
reflectors that works across a range of Doppler shifted
frequencies. Achieving velocities up to 0.21c, for exam-
ple, requires a metasurface that exhibits effective propul-
sion and self-stability from 1.55 - 1.99 µm. Typically, the
scattering phase of an individual nanoresonator is depen-
dent on wavelength and that dependence can lead to dis-
torted beamfronts, and local optical forces that disturb
self-stabilizing motion. However, we note that the design
of broadband, achromatic metasurfaces that shape light
equally across many wavelengths is an active area of re-
search with several recent successes [27–29], and those
methods can be equally applied to the metasurface laser
sail problem.
Residual motion - The force models used in Sec-
tions II were first order, and did not include damping
terms, which lead to oscillatory sail motion that did not
decay in magnitude. In order to achieve true stability,
however, it is necessary to discover conditions where the
amplitude of oscillation is reduced to zero, which pre-
vents lateral motion or rotations that would persist after
the drive laser is turned off, and would misdirect the
spacecraft. Optical damping terms could potentially be
included through Doppler effects, however, such methods
would require relativistic lateral motion, and unrealistic
fabrication parameters. More promising is to incorporate
some hysteretic motion in the sail whereby, for example,
some bending in the sail leads to changes in the opti-
cal scattering that is dependent on the velocity. Such
stabilization methods are used in other mechanical sys-
tems [30], and they are an attractive option for laser sail
applications, where no obvious damping method exists.
In conclusion, we have studied the use of dielectric
metasurfaces to act as laser sails for relativistic, interstel-
lar spacecraft. We have shown that the ability of meta-
surfaces to reshape optical beamfronts can also be used
to control local optical forces, and for extremely high
power lasers those forces can impart an optical trapping-
like effect on the metasurface. That effect is potentially
useful for stabilizing laser sails and we find a large pa-
rameter space that such behavior is expected to occur.
These results represent a new area of metasurface re-
search that will benefit greatly from recent advances in
metasurface design, and also introduces new challenges
for the nanophotonics community.
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